Explanation on Mantras - Geshe Zopa

MANTRA OF GURU SHAKYAMUNI BUDDHA

When we recite this mantra TADYATHA OM MUNE MUNE MAHA MUNAYE SVAHA:
− Purify all the defilement and actualize the four bodies of Buddha.
− Even just reciting TADYATHA - instantly our Mind will be blessed by all the past

thus gone beyond Buddhas, and accumulate causes to follow the same path
to achieve all the Enlightened qualities.
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− OM MUNE MUNE MAHA MUNAYE SVAHA - contain the meaning of all the paths

that past Buddhas have travelled and make them who they are as a Buddha.
The path is none other than teachings of the three scopes; teachings that
contain in The Foundation of All Good Qualities (that we’ve been going
through in the Lamrim course). Entire meaning of Lamrim is summarized in this
mantra.
− Even just reciting syllable OM - it blesses our Body, Speech and Mind. The

syllable OM (made of three letters Ah Oh Ma) symbolizes the bases of our own
Body, Speech and Mind and also symbolizes our resulted Buddha’s Body,
Speech and Mind to be achieved. It creates causes to actualise future
purified Body, Speech and Mind of Buddha of ourself to be achieved.
− Even just reciting first MUNE - it accumulates blessings and imprints of entire

teachings (Path) of Small scope of Lamrim.
− Reciting second MUNE - it accumulates blessings and imprints of entire

teachings of Middle scope (Path) of Lamrim.
− Reciting MAHA MUNAYE - it accumulates blessings and imprints of entire

teachings of Higher scope (Mahayanic path of Sutra and Tantra) of Lamrim.
− Reciting SVAHA - it accumulates blessings and imprints to swiftly actualize

perfect state of Buddhahood through gathering all conducive conditions
such as union of Wisdom and Methods.
− The whole Lamrim is the meaning of this mantra; so powerful and beneficial

to understand and practice, and at least recite as much as possible to
accumulate strong imprints in our mental stream on the entire path to Full
Liberation. It is the perfect way to make this precious human life of ours most
meaningful so easily. It is such an easy way to fully prepare the path to Full
Enlightenment with clear and complete road map. It is like preparing the best
GPS for the most meaningful trip
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MANTRA OF HEART SUTRA/MANTRA OF PRAJNAPARAMITA

TADYATHA OM GATE GATE PARAGATE PARASAMGATE BODHI SVAHA:
− Combines the Sanskrit words “Prajna” (Wisdom) with “Paramita” (Perfection).
− The Prajnaparamita Sutra is one of the most important sutras of Mahayana
Buddhism, which emphasizes the doctrines of Ultimate Wisdom of Emptiness.
− The text is often represented and personified by a female deity. She is
depicted with four arms and seated in the vajra posture (cross-legged). Her
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first two hands are in the meditation mudra. In her second left hand is the
Heart Sutra Text. In her second right hand is a vajra, which symbolizes the
indestructibility or diamond-like nature of the Enlightened Mind.
There are numbers of versions of Wisdom Sutras. Two common well-known
Prajnaparamita Sutras are Heart Sutra and Diamond Cutter Sutra. (For brief
knowledge about those sutras, please refer to Geshe Tenzin Zopa’s teaching
notes on Heart Sutra).
Even just reciting TADYATHA - instantly our Mind will be blessed by all the past
thus gone beyond Buddhas, and accumulate causes to follow the same path
to achieve all the Enlightened qualities.
Even just reciting syllable OM - it blesses our Body, Speech and Mind. The
syllable OM (of three letters Ah Oh Ma) symbolizes the bases our own Body,
Speech and Mind and also symbolizes our resulted Buddha’s Body, Speech
and Mind to be achieved. It creates causes to actualize future purified Body,
Speech and Mind of Buddha of ourself to be achieved.
Reciting GATE GATE PARAGATE PARASAMGATE BODHI SVAHA - shows the
entire 5 paths of Bodhisattvas — Path of Accumulation, Path of Preparation,
Path of Seeing, Path of Meditation and Path of No More Learning. Four paths
on the journey of training and one path after completing the training (which
is the state of No More Learning; the state of Buddhahood).
The moment we recite the mantra leaves the imprint to accumulate causes
to actualize just like the past Buddhas, in actualizing the 5 paths to achieve
Full Enlightenment; so powerful and so beneficial.
This mantra has equal benefits as the Diamond Cutter Sutra, Heart Sutra and
all the Wisdom Sutras of the Buddha (as mentioned in Geshe Tenzin Zopa’s
Heart Sutra teaching note).
Especially in Tibetan and Chinese Mahayana culture, we’re familiar with these
sutras and often relate our practice with recitations of these sutras; for the
reasons of Enlightenment and accumulating two kinds of merits — merits of
Wisdom and merits of Methods.
In Tibetan and Chinese Buddhist culture, many people practise these sutras to
clear obstacles of life such as sicknesses, financial obstacles, relationship issues,
legal cases and all sorts of wrong things that come our way. So not only
beneficial in creating causes for Full Enlightenment, these sutras are also so
effective to clear obstacles in our ordinary day-to-day life.
In relation to these Wisdom Sutra, there are also some pujas and ritual aspects
like “SerNying DhunDok” which are regarded extremely powerful to eliminate
heavy obstacles.
Ultimately, all these sutras are illustration of the meaning of Emptiness.
Emptiness is the most powerful antidote to all the obstacles/faults/Karma/
defilements and obscuration. Wisdom of Emptiness is like one medicine that
can cure all diseases.
So therefore, how fortunate and beneficial it is to cultivate the meaning and
recite the Heart Sutra mantra as daily practices.
One can use Conventional Bodhicitta practices (like TongLen practices, etc)
to overcome any form of obstacles/difficulties/tragedies/sicknesses, etc.
o However, if one is unable to cope with that aspect of practice, then one
can choose another most powerful practice of antidote which is
meditation on Emptiness.
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o If one doesn’t have good understanding of Emptiness meditation, then at

least can recite Heart Sutra mantra to clear any form of obstacles that
you foresee coming your way or to clear those obstacles that one is
already in. There’s no other greater puja/antidote than this. Anyone can
afford to recite this short mantra anywhere, anytime and in any amount
according as one’s ability.
− In our life, when you experience any form of inauspiciousness and want to
restore the auspiciousness in your energy, in your family, in that
house/place/object, by simply reciting the Heart Sutra mantra alone, will
clear away impurities, inauspiciousness and restore auspiciousness.
− After reciting the mantra about 7x or 21x or 108x or more, then you can add
the following short prayers to reinforce your Dedication of the mantra practice.
Along with the prayers, you can use mudra of Clapping 3x accordingly. The
clapping symbolizes the cleansing; it is very much like you clap your hands to
cleanse, as if there is dust on your hands.
− The prayer is:
“By the teachings of the Three Noble Rare Sublime Ones possessing the
power of truth,
May hindrances be averted. (clap 1x)
May they be eliminated. (clap 1x)
May they be pacified. (clap 1x)
May all enemies and negative forces opposed to Dharma be completely
pacified.
May the host of 80,000 obstacles be pacified,
May we be free from harmful conditions to Dharma,
May all excellences be in accord with the Dharma,
And may there be auspiciousness and perfect happiness here right now”.
− An example, if someone in the family gets sick or passed away, business or

relationship occurring obstacles, then it is clear that it is a sign of exhaustion of
merits of auspiciousness, as well conditioning to drain away auspiciousness.
So, it really does affect the happiness and auspiciousness of the family. There
are many other practices/rituals/methods to clear this inauspiciousness, but
without needed much effort anyone can easily do to help restore
auspiciousness; by simply reciting Heart Sutra mantra as many times as you
wish (or even just reciting once) will bring immeasurable benefits.
− In life, when we go through some issues such as health issues/operations,
accidents, or due to natural disaster bring defects to the house, or precious
objects in the house just drop and break, losing things and when we have bad
and uneasy feeling do create some inauspiciousness (even though what
physically happening is due to past karmic impact that itself is inauspicious),
and affect our Mind (feeling uneasy that very time also gathers negative
energy). So, in such circumstances, by instantly reciting Heart Sutra mantra will
purify those negativities and restore positivities.
− In most cases, when something goes wrong (something to do with health,
accidents or people passed away), there’s some kind of train of wrong things
happen -picking up one after another- that drain away the auspicious energy.
It is important to consecrate the place/people, etc and restore
auspiciousness; the most powerful antidote you can use is meditation on
Emptiness. If not able to meditate, then even just reciting the Heart Sutra
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mantra will bring greatest benefits. The essence is everyone can do this
practice easily and it has the most powerful positive impact on us.
For someone having superstitious concerns that when one is visiting
cemeteries or paying visit to someone’s funeral, etc, may bring
inauspiciousness, then one can recite Heart Sutra mantra to cleanse (if there
is any inauspiciousness). After reciting the mantra, let go of the concerns and
have peace of Mind.
There are also people with superstitions believing in possession by spirits,
feeling of charmed by negative spirit, feeling of negative energy in other
person or in places, etc, then reciting Heart Sutra mantra will cleanse it. After
the recitation, from depth of your heart have full faith and conviction in the
power of the mantra and let go of such uneasy feelings and disturbances of
the Mind.
So therefore, when anyone experiences any kind of such disturbances, you
don’t have to wait for High Lamas/Sanghas/Mantra masters to come and
heal you. As long as you meditate on Emptiness (if not, at least recite this
mantra will be able to help greatly). However, after that, if you still stick to your
wrong thinking and superstitiousness rather than having full refuge in the most
powerful antidote -- the Wisdom of Emptiness, then it is very much like you are
voluntarily asking for the disturbances and suffering. After application of
antidote, in order to actualize full freedom from such harm, one must need to
let go of such grasping.
Sutra emphasized immense benefits of Wisdom Sutra like TADYATHA OM GATE
GATE PARAGATE PARASAMGATE BODHI SVAHA; by just reciting, writing or
reading it has so much power to cleanse you and restore your pure being
(Further elaboration on the benefits of this sutra, refer to Geshe Tenzin Zopa’s
Heart Sutra note).
Most of the problems are created by our own misconceptions and our wrong
thinking. Most of the time, we live in our head with all the wrong thinking, with
so much junks of useless grasping, unhelpful and useless reasoning to grasp on
the past and concerns for future, full of junks of ignorance and delusions (such
as permanent grasping to impermanent things and matters, etc). It’s like
keeping letterbox full of junk mails, like keeping full of useless things in the
house with more grasping on it and keep complaining about not having
enough space in the house. Superstitious thinking in our head is like keeping
our house full of garbage.
o Reciting the Heart Sutra mantra is like the best broom to sweep away the
dust. So, use the broom (like Wisdom of Emptiness) to sweep away our
wrong superstitious negative thinking from our head. Being ordinary
human, we cannot completely overcome misconceptions/negative
thinking; however, we have this human intelligence and know about
these teachings and power of these practices, then use this practice to
cleanse it now and then. Specially use it whenever we realise there is
needs of cleaning (like the “broom” to clean whenever there is
rubbish/dust around our house).
That way, we can live positively, happily and safely. The fact is “We Live Most
of Our Life Inside of Our Head. So, Make Sure It Is A Nice Place to Be”
The Heart Sutra mantra is a wonderful tool to gain confidence in the purity of
our being. This mantra is so powerful that even simply saying it one time, is like
“taking a shower to cleanse all the dirt” it cleanses ourself and the
environment we live in completely
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Some high Lama
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